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ABSTRACT
We describe a personalized and scalable system for testing of auto-
biographical memory (specifically, the recall of names) using email
archives. We have developed a novel system that creates a person-
alized test by analyzing the subject’s sent email messages over the
past year. The system generates fill-in-the-blank questions from the
user’s messages, with the answers being names determined to be
significant in the email corpus using text analysis. Such testing can
be ecologically valid and deeply personalized compared to existing
techniques. We describe technical aspects of question and answer
generation and report on a study where 35 participants answered an
aggregate of 1,400 questions.

We obtained a dataset of about 80 features per question and user
response. Our preliminary analysis of this dataset supports several
expected memory characteristics, such as that recall dips over time,
and answer terms that span many days are better remembered, as
are terms that are mentioned often. It also hints at some differences
between memories associated with different sentiments.

Our technique can be regularly employed by individuals without
incurring major expense, in the privacy of their homes. Moreover,
one of our findings is that users enjoyed taking such a test (31 of 35
users signed up to take more tests in the future), implying that such
tests may be a practical and effective way of testing and studying
autobiographical memory on a large scale and would lead to better
screening tests for memory disorders.

Keywords
Autobiographical memory, memory testing, life-logging, email, per-
sonal archives, dementia.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we describe a system that automatically creates

deeply personalized tests for an individual’s autobiographical mem-
ory. Our technique utilizes the phenomenon that millions of indi-
viduals are accumulating personal digital archives which implic-
itly record or reflect their daily lives. Our research investigates the
question of whether and how these digital footprints can be used
for effective memory testing.

Current ways of studying autobiographical memory tend to be
limited in timescale, and expensive to administer widely. While
early research searched painstakingly for subject’s personal histo-
ries that could be verified, modern approaches often they ask sub-
jects to collect data during their everyday life. However, this pro-
cess is cumbersome and must occur over limited spans of time. In
contrast, we propose a technique that starts from “life-log” data that
is accumulated passively and on an ongoing basis for a large sec-
tion of the population. Specifically, email is an ideal data source
that captures links to many autobiographical events. Long-term
email archives are often available with many users, and they carry
meaningful and private communication between the user and a va-
riety of individuals. Email is used consistently by many people,
on virtually a daily basis, and it is routinely archived because it is
used as a tool of record. Further, every message comes with pre-
cise timestamps, which allows high resolution definition of delay,
a critical variable in the fidelity of memory.

An important reason for studying autobiographical memory is
that it is known to robustly activate the hippocampus, a structure of
critical importance that is vulnerable to various types of brain dam-
age such as epilepsy, oxygen deprivation, Alzheimer’s disease, and
aging. It is also important to characterize the differences between
recent and more distant memories, as they can be differentially dis-
rupted in some clinical conditions and therapies[15].

In clinical settings, standard cognitive assessments involve an es-
timate of intellectual ability and then memory, attention and execu-
tive control (mental flexibility), visuospatial and language abilities.
The measures that come close to real-world activity ask patients
about typical behaviors in everyday life; however, much of this in-
formation has been rehearsed over many years and is thus resilient
to impairment. In contrast the ability to remember episodes is one
of the more fragile types of memory. It is this type of measure
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that is one of the most sensitive early warning signs of Alzheimer’s
Disease.

1.1 Overview of our system
Our technique automatically processes an individual’s sent email

archive using text analysis and natural language processing tech-
niques. We identify the names of people, places, events, etc. that
appear to be significant in the user’s past; we then generate prompts
for these terms by identifying sentences that contain the answer
term, with the answer blanked out. See Fig. 1 for an illustration.
Along with the blank, we ask users to fill in additional judgments
about certainty, vividness and recency. The system also captures
a large number of features about each question and answer. This
technique has the advantage that it can be easily administered on-
line and needs no special equipment. Further, it is completely au-
tomatic and can scale to large numbers of users.

We have tested this technique in a study with 35 users, and as we
will show later in the paper, our results show validity by corrobo-
rating a number of hypotheses we might make about memory. For
example, the data demonstrates a pattern of forgetting over time,
with accuracy going down with the age of the prompt.

1.2 Contributions
Our major contributions in this paper are the following.

• A system and design for scalable testing of autobiographical
memory using email archives. The technique is ecologically
valid as it tests memory about entities present in the user’s
past.

• We describe specific techniques for identifying questions and
answers from a user’s email archive, which we uncovered
with an iterative design methodology.

• We provide results from a study spanning 1,400 questions
and answers from 35 users. A preliminary analysis of this
dataset shows that it is robust to known hypothesis that we
might make. It allows future study of other parameters such
as certainty, time judgments, sentimental associations, etc.
with respect to memory.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After a survey of
related work, we describe our system design and study setup. We
then describe our study results, the dataset that it generated, and
some data analysis results. Next, we discuss possible implications
of this research, and avenues for future work. We conclude with
some learnings from this project.

2. FEATURES OF AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL
MEMORY

Tulving described episodic memory as consisting of stored infor-
mation about autobiographical events and associated context [17].
An example of an episodic, autobiographical memory might be
when one said goodbye to a special friend and the context might
consist of the specific location, the weather, or the feelings one ex-
perienced at the time. An event typically involves specific people
and places and their proper names. There are several conceptual
distinctions that memory researchers debate, and one of them in-
volves the degree to which a memory reflects general knowledge
separate from any particular event. This form of memory is de-
scribed as semantic, as opposed to episodic memory. For exam-
ple if one were asked to complete the following sentence, “I went
to Paris, ——”, even though the memory was for an event, one
could deduce the information based on the knowledge that Paris is

in France. Typically episodes involve a cluster of contextual infor-
mation such as the specific people, places, time, and other infor-
mation that contribute to a vivid re-experiencing of the event. A
typical method capturing the degree to which a memory is episodic
is to ask subjects to make judgments about the memory such as
“remember” versus “know” [22].

There is also research showing that emotional episodes tend to
be well remembered [6]. With the development of sentiment anal-
ysis, it is be possible to study the relationship between emotional
versus non-emotional text in large datasets. People are also con-
scious of episodic memories in that they are aware of where they
acquired them so that if you ask someone how certain they are that
an event happened, there should be an association between how
certain they are and how accurately they remember it. A final fea-
ture of episodic memory is that it tends to fade and become less
vivid or accurate over time.

3. RELATED WORK

3.0.1 Models of autobiographical memory
Most people and places vary in personal relevance over our lifes-

pan and our ability to remember these names also varies. For ex-
ample, it is easy to remember high school classmates and lecture
halls yet over time these names and places are more difficult to
recall [21]. One approach to studying proper names included the
study of publicly available faces and names such as the TV Test, a
measure that tested whether people remembered television shows
that were popular for a limited period of time ([14][15]). This
ability to identify faces and link them to names and meaningful
reasons as to why they were famous varies depending on the time
window. People remember famous names that are more recently
popular than those popular in more remotely past epochs [11].

Williams and Hollan frame memory as a series of problem-solving
techniques and use partial information clues as the main vehicle
for understanding memory [21]. By describing memory recall as
a process of context, search, verify, they relate closely to our ap-
proach of using personalized contexts to trigger searches. Their
research tested subjects on high school classmates names, taking a
biographical approach to testing for memory. They conclude that
biographical information can model the memory process in many
ways. Unfortunately, this approach is not easily scalable because
it involves manual research into the subjects history, such as their
high school information, for designing the test.

Anderson and Milson et al. model memory after the well-studied
information retrieval problem in computer science [1]. They make
the argument that higher frequency words specific to subjects are
better recognized. They develop an equation of need probability,
used to simulate likelihood of memory recall, based on personal
history and relevance of cues. While they do propose a model for
understanding memory, they offer no scalable method of testing.

There is a great interest in finding ways of improving memory
and online tools like Lumosity and Fitbrains that help in cognitive
and memory training have gained a lot of popularity. These tools
are currently not personalized, and our techniques can help enhance
understanding of memory for use in such applications.

3.0.2 Memories from Digital Archives
There is a lot of interest in applications of digital archives and

life-logging to collect, preserve, refresh and even transfer memories
to others1.
1A recent special issue of the journal Human Computer Interaction
devoted itself to this theme [18].
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Whittaker et al. have proposed a set of general design princi-
ples for digital tools that support memory [20]. Pensieve actively
solicits input from the user by periodically emailing personal ques-
tions and attempts to create a repository of reminiscences [12]. The
YouPivot system facilitates searching for contextually associated
activities on a desktop computer [4]. Petrelli and Whittaker contrast
digital and physical mementos used in family memories; their field-
work corroborates our thesis that email is frequently one of the dig-
ital sources of memories [13]. Crete-Nishihata et al. have studied
the impact of creating multimedia biographies from personal dig-
ital pictures, documents, music, etc. on patients with Alzheimer’s
disease or mild cognitive impairment [3]. They find that these bi-
ographies can have a profound effect not just on the patients, but
also on their caregivers.

In a series of papers, Lamming et al.et al. attempt to collect
and use personal digital archives of subjects [8][9][7], focusing on
episodic memory and autobiographical context as ways of assist-
ing and evaluating memory. They develop ParcTab, geo-location
tokens, and PEPYS, systems which are personal devices subjects
can wear to map their movements and to create a digital archive.
However, all of the papers reference difficulties with the accuracy
of such data, and these systems have no way to identify the relative
significance of events in a subject’s life.

3.0.3 Email mining systems
Examples of tools for mining and visualizing email archives in-

clude Muse [5], Themail [19] and Tiara [10]. However, none of
these techniques are used directly for testing memory.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN
In our study, we ask each participant fill-in-the-blank questions,

where the term blanked out is a named entity. These questions
are generated automatically from the last one year of a user’s sent
email. Each question prompt consist of a single sentence. See
Fig. 1 for an example. This section describes the features of the
system, along with their rationale, and how questions and answers
are selected. It turns out it is non-trivial to identify good questions
and answers. The techniques we describe below reflect our learn-
ings through several iterations of trying to generate answers that are
meaningful and prompts that are of high-enough quality such that
the answer may be reasonably guessed.

4.1 Data preparation
Before running text analysis on the participant’s email messages

to identify questions and answers, we have to first fetch and pre-
pare the data. After the user logs in, we fetch the text of messages
in the sent message folder over the past year. Any attachments,
HTML formatting of text, images etc. are not fetched. Once we
have the text of the message, we identify quoted and forwarded
parts of the messages and strip them from the message to avoid
generating questions from these parts. This identification is done
by recognizing fixed templates, and is relatively robust given that
our studies are conducted with Yahoo and Gmail accounts, which
follow fairly standard formats for reply-quoting and forwarding.

In addition to indexing the email text, we build up a contact ad-
dress book, performing entity resolution to match different email
addresses belonging to the same person.

4.2 Identifying relevant answers
Our system first selects candidate answer terms by identifying

frequently used names in the text of the user’s sent messages. We
decided to focus on names because they tend to be specific and
memorable, as opposed to generic words that are often interchange-

Figure 1: An example of the questions and answers generated by our
system. Each question prompt consist of a single sentence, and the an-
swer that has been blanked out is always a named entity. The number
of characters is provided to the user. The hint button appears after 15
seconds, and if clicked, reveals the first letter of the answer. The partic-
ipant is also asked to make 3 judgments about certainty, vividness, and
recency.

able and therefore hard to guess precisely. Moreover, names typi-
cally have only one form and can be checked accurately via com-
puter. We use the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer [16] to iden-
tify names. Answer terms could be one or more words long. The
named entities extracted typically encompass a variety of types:
people, places, organizations, event names and so on. Focusing on
sent messages means that the answer terms we identify have been
typed up repeatedly by the owner of the email, and should therefore
be meaningful to her; in contrast, incoming email may have skewed
distributions of irrelevant entities.

However, picking just the most frequent terms identified by the
entity recognizer as answers for memory testing would not be a
good idea. For one thing, the recognizer sometimes misidentifies
“names”. Over time, we identified a list of words that are com-
monly misidentified as names by the named entity recognizer, as
well as frequently used acronyms such as FYI, LOL and LMAO.
Such words are put in a taboo list so that they are not considered
for selection as a possible answer.

Another problem is that, even if a term is frequently used, it
could occur in a manner that makes it hard to generate good prompts
for it. To solve this problem of some terms not having good prompts
for testing, we identify twice the number of terms we are looking
for, i.e. to generate N answer terms, we identify a pool of 2N can-
didates. Potential prompts are generated for each of these terms and
scored, as described below. Finally, of this pool, the terms that are
associated with the top N high-scoring prompts are identified and
picked as the answers that will be tested for with the participant.

To address limitations of the NER parser, we also removed names
more than 15 characters long, since they generally tended to be
long strings that were not actually names, and other names with
non-letter characters (these tended to be abbreviated titles as in Mr.
John Ashburn. These kind of answer terms confuse users because
they are unsure about whether titles were to be part of the name. We
also remove names from the candidate answers that are prefixes or
suffixes of each other. For example, the distinct names John and
John Ashburn will not both be selected as answers in a single ses-
sion.
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Certainty

How sure are you?
1. I have no idea.
2. I’m unsure – my answer may or may not be right.
3. I’m fairly sure
4. I’m certain

Vividness

What do you remember about this sentence?
1. I don’t remember anything about it
2. I can infer the answer, but don’t recall this context
3. I only recall the general context, not the message
4. I remember this specific message

Recency

Approximately when do you think was this sentence written?
12 options, from the name of the current month, backwards in time.
e.g., September 2013, August 2013, etc.
These are followed by the option “I have no idea”.
Information about a wrong answer (asked for wrong answers only)

About this answer. . .
1. I really should have gotten this correct
2. The answer was on the tip of my tongue
3. My answer is essentially correct
4. This is an insignificant detail that I’m unlikely to have remembered
5. The answer is hard to guess... the clue sentence did not provide enough
context

Figure 2: Questions asked in addition to the fill-in-the-blank prompt

4.3 Generating questions
In this section, we discuss a way to generate questions for each

of 2N candidate answers identified above. Since the answer terms
are not restricted to any particular type, a strength of our technique,
our prompts have to be able to provide adequate context for any
kind of term. We chose a simple and natural strategy to satisfy this
requirement, which was to identify sentences containing the answer
term, hide the answer, and present the sentence as a fill-in-the-blank
question.

However, we still need a way to select a single sentence as the
prompt from among all the sentences that contain the answer. Even
if an answer is mentioned tens of times, there are different contexts
that it occurs in, and each of these might have different qualities as
a prompt. For example, a frequent correspondent’s name might ap-
pear at the beginning of a message in a salutary greeting, but a sen-
tence like “Hi ——-, Hope you’re doing well.” is not a good prompt
for that correspondent’s name. Our goal is to weed out questions
that might not be appropriate for testing because they provide in-
adequate context. Note that this issue is somewhat orthogonal to
whether the answer itself is intrinsically hard or easy for the user to
guess.

We considered many factors in choosing the best prompt for a
clue. Some of the features that decide the score of a candidate
prompt are:

• Sentiment indicators in the message

• Emoticons and exclamation points in the prompt sentence.

• Length of the sentence

• Sentence number in the message (high sentence numbers due
to long messages such as cut and pasted articles generally

lead to bad prompts)

• The presence of other names in the sentence.

• Whether the name appears exactly in its form in the sentence,
e.g. if the answer term is John, a prompt that contains John
Ashburn may not be appropriate.

The weights for these features in scoring prompts were empir-
ically determined. In the future, the prompts can be weighted to-
wards specific hypotheses under test. Also, note that we did not
have our experimental dataset with user feedback on user perfor-
mance with different prompts. In the future, we can use user pro-
vided feedback to learn how to rank prompts, and perhaps even to
estimate its level of difficulty.

To identify and tokenize sentences from email, we wrote a cus-
tom sentence tokenizer that takes into account emoticons, common
abbreviations, etc. While the sentence tokenizer normally ignores
newlines, we found it necessary to penalize sentences that span
many lines. These tend to be things like bulleted lists, which do
not function well as a prompt “sentence”. For software engineers,
they also tended to be fragments of programming code!

Since question generation can take a few seconds, we generate
all the answers and questions up-front, and combine the small delay
with the larger time taken to fetch, clean, index and extract named
entities from messages. Therefore, there is no delay once the user
has started the study.

4.4 Hint mechanism
We note that even prompts for names can be ambiguous and lead

to multiple, valid answers, for example, if the user substitutes a
nickname or an alternate level of specificity for the correct answer.
For example, one might substitute Bob for Robert, or, in a sentence
like “I met Henner when I visited —— last summer”, it may be
reasonable for someone to enter “Germany” for the correct answer
“Munich”, if one is visiting from another country. We would like
to steer users towards the correct form of the answer and allow me-
chanical checking of answers, with no human involvement. For
this purpose, we provide the user with two hints in addition to the
prompt. The first is the number of letters in the answer (including
the number of letters in each word if the answer consists of multiple
words), which is always presented to the user along with the ques-
tion. The second is an optional hint that provides the first letter of
the first word of the answer. This hint appears 15 seconds after the
question is presented. This approach to cuing is typical of clinical
measures of object naming. It allows a person the chance to gen-
erate the name spontaneously. In the case of a “tip of the tongue”
phenomenon when a person knows the answer but can not access
the particular proper name, the sound of the first letter enables them
to recall the word. If the hint button is pressed, this fact is recorded.

Several other hint mechanisms are possible (our pilot users said
they sometimes wished they could see the recipients on the mes-
sage, or its date), but our primary aim with the first-letter hint and
providing the number of letters was to help the user disambiguate
between several nearly-correct options. We may experiment with
different hint mechanisms in the future.

4.5 Additional user judgments
In addition to the answer, we ask the user to provide subjec-

tive judgments about how certainty, vividness and recency for each
question. At the end, we also ask them to provide some information
about wrong answers. We defined the options inductively using our
experiences over the pilot study stage; the precise questions asked
and the options offered are described in Fig. 2.
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The certainty option attempts to gauge how confident the user is
about the answers. The vividness option asks the user how he or
she arrived at the answer. For example, we observed in our initial
testing that users used a variety of strategies to guess the answer.
Sometimes, the user remembered the specific sentence being used
as the prompt. At other times, the user knew the answer from gen-
eral context rather than the specific message. Similarly, sometimes
it was possible for them to deduce the answer from semantic knowl-
edge, instead of direct memory of an episode. The recency judg-
ment asks the user to guess the approximate month in which the
sentence was written. We created the options for wrong answers by
observing the common reasons for incorrect answers during pilot
testing, described next.

4.6 Pilot testing
Before we launched our formal study, we (the authors) conducted

several rounds of testing with our own email archives. After we had
the basic system running, we conducted ongoing pilot studies with
about 15 individuals as we iterated the design over several weeks.
During the iterative process, we would ask a pilot user to run the
study, debrief with them on the quality of the test, and implement
refinements in response. For example, issues with the processing
of data led to sentences not just from users’ emails but from their
friends’ replies. Sometimes, lists of names or items showed up,
confusing pilot testers, and leading us to demote non well-formed
sentences. Interestingly, some users used the hint simply to ver-
ify their answer. To identify this usage, we capture the answer
text before the hint is clicked as well as the finally submitted an-
swer. User interface issues were also addressed. Some testers com-
plained about having to count the number of letters in their response
to make sure. That led us to add feedback in the interface to indi-
cate when the number of letters was correct (the text describing the
number of letters turned green, as shown in Fig. 1 – at other times,
it was black).

5. STUDY SETUP
When our system design was fairly robust, we obtained permis-

sion from our IRB to recruit online participants. We solicited par-
ticipation mainly over Craigslist and email lists. Note that we did
not solicit participants with memory or cognitive disabilities; our
goal in this study was to characterize people with fairly normal
memories. The study is administered online over the Internet, and
only needs the participant to have a standard web browser.

Participants had to certify that they were above 18, were res-
ident in the United States, and had a majority of their email in
English. We required Gmail or Google apps or Yahoo accounts
in active use, since these accounts have well-known default Sent
folder names. Although our system supports arbitrary folders on
any IMAP server, we did not want to allow participants to specify
folders to use, in order to ensure uniformity between subjects. For
Gmail and Google apps, we had the user authenticate directly with
Google with the Oauth protocol for extra reassurance about privacy.

After providing consent, participants initially had to go through
a screening step, where we checked to ensure that they had sent
at least 20 messages each month for each of the past 12 months 2.
This threshold was decided empirically based on pilot testing. We
offered the study only to participants who passed screening. We
asked them to work uninterrupted and to not refer to their email,
ask anyone for help, or use any other aids during the study.

2Throughout this paper, we refer to a 30-day interval as a month,
and a 90 day interval as a quarter to ensure uniformity of time win-
dows.

Answer term features

First and last date of usage of term
Answer appears in any address book?
Number of messages/threads with the answer
Monthly histogram of usage

User response features

Hint used?
Hint used only for confirmation?
Milliseconds taken to answer
Number of messages that a wrong answer occurs in
Number of messages in which a wrong answer co-occurs with the correct
answer

Prompt sentence features

Length of the sentence (number of characters)
Number of named entities in the sentence
Number of emoticons in the sentence
Sentence number in the message

Prompt message features

Sentiment words in message (Categories tracked: superlative, congratu-
lations, grief, anger, confidential, family, religious, love, vacations, racy,
emergency, etc.)
Age of the message (number of days)
Span of thread containing the message (number of days)
Number of names in the message
Number of sentences in the message
Characters in the subject line
Answer part of message recipient name?
Number of recipients

Figure 3: A sample of the parameters tracked for each question in
our dataset. A total of 80 features including the judgments described
in Fig. 2 are tracked.
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Min Max Median Mean
Number of messages 355 6807 1315 1917
Unique names used 214 2552 959 1018
Number of contacts 53 1295 234 357
Time to completion (sec.) 724 2325 1210 1316
Percentage correct 45 92 80 78

Table 1: Distribution of participant characteristics. Number of mes-
sages, names and contacts is computed on original content in sent email.
Under time to completion (for the 40 question test), an outlier who took
40,623 seconds is omitted.

“I should have remembered this” (opt. 1) 77 (25%)
“Tip of the tongue” (opt. 2) 18 (6%)
“Insignificant detail” (opt. 4) 102 (33%)
“Not enough context” (opt. 5) 109 (36%)
Total 306 (100%)

Table 2: Reasons provided for incorrect answers, across all partici-
pants. Option 3 is considered as a correct answer.

We showed the participant an example to make sure they un-
derstood the usage of the system before showing them the actual
questions. When they had completed all the questions, we showed
them the answers the computer had marked as wrong, and asked
them to provide more information about these questions.

We compensated participants with a $10 gift card. Email mes-
sages were discarded as soon as the user had completed the study,
and the result of the study was stored within encrypted files on an
encrypted file system.

In all, our dataset (submitted along with this paper) consists of
data for about 1,400 questions, with about 80 features per question.
Fig 3 lists several of these features. The dataset does not include
any personally identifying information nor any text of the actual
questions or answers.

5.1 Participant statistics
In all, 186 participants attempted screening, of which only 57

passed. Of these 57, 35 participants actually completed the study.
(The rest did not launch the actual study; we did not find anyone
leaving the study midway). See Fig. 4 for the age distribution of
these 35 participants, which is skewed towards the younger range,
with a median age of 26 years and a mean of 29.7 years. Unfortu-
nately, we do not have accurate data on gender as several partici-
pants failed to enter this information.

Table 1 provides other statistics about the participants and their
email collections. The median time taken to answer the 40 ques-
tions was 1,240 seconds (about 20 minutes). This does not account
for the time to fetch and index the messages, which typically took
about 5 minutes for each participant. The total time taken row ex-
cludes a single outlier who completed after 40,623 seconds (over
11 hours, probably due to interruptions). The average time was
slightly higher at about 1,316 seconds.

5.2 Reasons for incorrect answers
Table 2 shows what participants entered when asked for more

information about incorrect answers.
For answers initially marked wrong by the computer, we ac-

cepted the user option 3 “My answer is essentially correct” as a
correct answer (this happened for 42 out of 1400 or 3% of ques-

Figure 4: Age distribution of the 35 study participants.

tions), therefore it is not shown in Fig. 2. This was because manual
analysis of a sample of these cases revealed that they were over-
whelmingly simple typing errors (E.g. Glorai instead of Gloria),
or answers at the wrong level of specificity (e.g. Los Angeles in-
stead of Disneyland). We may include a simple check based on
edit distance metrics to identify the former cases automatically in
the future.

Study participants marked 108 of 1400 questions (7.4%, an aver-
age of about 3 questions per user) as not having adequate context.
We believe this means our techniques to generate clue sentences
are reasonably good. In our early iterations using naive techniques
for prompt identification, over 30% of questions would routinely
be generic and virtually unanswerable.

6. STUDY RESULTS
In this section, we present some data analysis of our dataset to

confirm its validity and explore some initial hypotheses that we had.
All 2x2 tests use Fisher’s exact test of independence.

6.1 Answer term features

All Correct Incorrect
Frequency of answer (median=8)
Answer more frequent 699 592 (85%) 107 (15%)
Answer less frequent 701 502 (72%) 199 (28%)
Span of answer (median=176 days)
High answer span 696 592 (85%) 104 (15%)
Low answer span 704 502 (71%) 202 (29%)
Days since last mention (median=59)
> median 699 504 (72%) 195 (28%)
 median 701 590 (84%) 111 (16%)

Table 3: Correct and incorrect answers by answer term characteris-
tics, using median splits for frequency and span of answer term.

Table 3 shows how participant performance depends on proper-
ties of the answer term, divided by a median split. As one might
expect, participants performed significantly better on terms that oc-
cur more frequently (p < .001, odds ratio = 2.19), as well as on
terms that span a relatively high period of time ((p < .001, odds
ratio = 2.29). The span is the difference between the first and last
day that the term is mentioned. Therefore, the span would be high
for terms in ongoing use, and low for terms that are bursty or rare.
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Figure 5: Performance over age of prompt.

(Note that the prompt sentence itself could come from anywhere
within the span of the term). Terms that were last mentioned less
than the median number of days before the test were also answered
more correctly with high significance (p < .001, odds ratio = 2.06).

6.2 Memory Decline over Time
Our dataset shows a decline in memory when questions are binned

in 2 month intervals. Consistent with expectations, we demon-
strated that there was a decline over time in the percent of names
correctly generated. A repeated measure ANOVA over the 6 time-
points demonstrated a significant decline (F (5,150) = 4.04, p =
.0018). A linear regression of this decline demonstrated high level
of sensitivity (Fig. 5) fitting 82% of the variance.

6.3 Certainty judgments
Participants demonstrated a good awareness for when their an-

swers were correct. There was a significant correlation between
level of certainty of correctness and accuracy (R = .83, p < .05).

6.4 Sentimental Properties

All Correct Incorrect
Love 21 18 (86%) 3 (14%)
Vacation 68 57 (84%) 11 (16%)
Anger 58 48 (83%) 10 (17%)
Exclamation mark 141 114 (81%) 27 (19%)
Memories 153 124 (81%) 29 (19%)
Family 378 301 (80%) 77 (20%)
Emergency 35 28 (80%) 7 (20%)
Congratulations 45 35 (78%) 10 (22%)
Racy 48 37 (77%) 11 (23%)
Superlative 256 192 (75%) 64 (25%)
Confidential 24 18 (75%) 6 (25%)
Emoticon 25 18 (72%) 7 (28%)
Grief 25 18 (72%) 7 (28%)

Table 4: Correct and incorrect answers by emotion indicator.

Fig. 4 shows the number of correct answers by sentimental in-
dicators associated with the prompt. (Note that multiple indicators
may be associated with a prompt). The emoticons and exclama-
tions are derived from the actual prompt sentence, while the re-
maining sentiments are associated with the entire message. The
lexicon used for these sentimental categories is borrowed from the

Muse project [5] 3. Of course, some categories like family and va-
cations do not refer to pure sentiment; however, we included these
categories because may be relevant to memory. While, the cell
counts are too low to achieve statistical significance, these numbers
point to interesting hypotheses. For example, are names associ-
ated with love and vacations better remembered than usual, while
names associated with grief are somewhat less well remembered?
Our dataset raises such questions that can be further studied by di-
recting prompt generation towards specific properties.

6.5 Prompt features

All Correct Incorrect
Prompt length (median=110 characters)
Longer prompts 688 553 (80%) 135 (20%)
Shorter prompts 712 541 (76%) 171 (24%)
Presence of other names in prompt
Present 536 446 (83%) 90 (17%)
Absent 864 648 (75%) 216 (25%)
Thread initiated by subject?
True 599 457 (76%) 142 (24%)
False 801 637 (80%) 164 (20%)
More than one recipient?
True 319 250 (78%) 69 (22%)
False 1081 844 (78%) 237 (22%)

Table 5: Correct and incorrect answers by prompt characteristics.

Fig. 5 shows how participant performance varies with various
features of the prompt sentence, message or thread. The only fac-
tor that has a significant influence among these is the presence of
names other than the answer in the prompt (p < .001, odds ratio
= 1.65). This is not surprising since another name in the sentence
can provide a valuable clue to the answer. We hypothesized that
the length of the prompt, whether the thread was initiated by the
user or someone else, and whether the message was addressed to
one person or more might make a difference. However, these fac-
tors did not significantly impact correctness (with p = .052, 0.15,
and 0.93, respectively). Our results with these and other features
of prompts can help refine our algorithm for prompt selection and
may even let us estimate the difficulty of a prompt in advance.

6.6 Recency judgments
For recency judgments, we restrict our analysis to questions that

were both answered correctly and with a high degree of certainty
(Certainty: Opt. 1 or 2, i.e. certain or fairly sure). Fig. 6 plots
error in recency judgments. Since we asked participants to guess
the date of the question at a coarse boundary (August 2013, July
2013, etc), we took the 15th of the corresponding month as the date
of the guess and subtracted the guessed date with the actual. The
scatterplot indicates a lack of systematic bias (M = -10, SD = 55.5,
median = -4). We intend to study this phenomenon in greater detail
in the future.

6.7 Participant attributes
Statistics of how various attributes of participants affected cor-

rectness are listed in Table 6. Performing median splits on age re-
vealed no significant influence on correctness (p = 0.64); this is not
3Some examples of the terms in different categories:
grief: grief,tragedy,anguish,mourn,condolence,bereave. . .
family: mom,dad,mother,father,husband,wife,family,kin. . . .
These terms are matched with the text after stemming.
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Figure 6: Scatterplot of error in recency judgments for questions an-
swered correctly and with high certainty.

surprising since our participants’ age is skewed towards a younger
age group.

We also tested for influence of the total number of messages sent
in one year and the total number of contacts in the address book, to
look for possible effects related to interference. However, perhaps
surprisingly, our data shows no significant influence of these factors
on correctness (p = 1.0 and 0.43 respectively).

6.8 Qualitative comments
The qualitative comments provided by participants at the end of

the study were overwhelmingly positive. 23 of the 35 participants
(65%) wrote a comment, and another 8 signed up for the mailing
list to be informed about future studies. One of the many positive
comments was, “I enjoyed this study – it was interesting and unique
and not too time consuming. . . ”. One user spoke to the way the
test stimulated their memory and said, “Certainly the most recent
messages were easier to remember, but the important events in my
life made a difference too. People used the study to form opinions
of their own memory, which ranged from “I was amazed at how
much I DID remember!” to “Very interesting study, didn’t realize
how little I remembered about the emails I send off!” One person
mentioned inadequacy of the provided prompts: “Cool study but a
bit random at times.”.

Study participants echoed a view also expressed by some of our
pilot participants: “I think remembering “when” an email was sent
is the most difficult to guess, even when I recall the specific conver-
sation”.

7. DISCUSSION
This study was able to measure a key property of autobiograph-

ical memory, the decrease in accuracy over time. This finding is
consistent with previous work on famous proper names such that
memory accuracy varies depending the recency of when those peo-
ple were most popular [11]. Our study was able to capture this de-
cline with great precision in part because of the ability of email to
provide detailed time stamps for vast numbers of memory episodes.

The richness of these email archives enables the study of con-
ditions that make memory more and less resilient. For example,
just as practice is expected to make memories stronger, these email
archives provided meticulous information about how many exchanges
were involved in an email interchange so that we were able to
demonstrate a relationship to memory accuracy. We provide a rudi-
mentary sentiment analysis for researchers to investigate further
whether specific forms of emotional content are more easily re-

All Correct Incorrect
Count 1400 1094 (78%) 306 (22%)
Hints
Hint used 454 259 (57%) 195 (43%)
Hint-verify 160 57 (36%) 103 (64%)
Certainty
Certain 858 830 (97%) 28 (3%)
Certain or fairly sure 1079 1024 (95%) 55 (5%)
Unsure or no idea 321 70 (22%) 251 (78%)
Vividness
Well-remembered (opt. 4) 858 830 (97%) 28 (3%)
Remembered (opt. 3,4) 1079 1024 (95%) 55 (5%)
Deduced (opt. 2) 108 60 (56%) 48 (44%)
Unremembered (opt. 1) 213 10 (5%) 203 (95%)
Participant age (median=26 years)
> median 640 504 (79%) 136 (21%)
 median 760 590 (78%) 170 (22%)
Number of messages (median=1343)
> median 680 531 (78%) 149 (22%)
 median 720 563 (78%) 157 (22%)
Number of contacts (median=234)
> median 680 525 (77%) 155 (23%)
 median 720 569 (79%) 151 (21%)

Table 6: Properties of all, correctly and incorrectly answered ques-
tions across all participants.

membered (e.g. along the lines of Kensinger & Corkin [6]).
Another important conceptual breakthrough that results from this

paradigm of studying email archives is that the study directly mea-
sures peoples’ memory for their own lives because the content is
drawn directly from their everyday life. In contrast, with standard
clinical measures, unless people perform extremely poorly relative
to normative samples (e.g. the 2nd percentile of ability), it is diffi-
cult to relate test performance to memory ability in everyday life.
Another problem with standard lab or clinic based memory mea-
sures is that the stimuli are not typically personally relevant. In-
stead they consist of arbitrary information and developers typically
struggle to find content that will be challenging to remember but
not so challenging that no one can score correctly on any of the
measures. The result is that different measures vary in sensitiv-
ity to individual differences in memory ability and there is limited
information about features of episodic memory.

Our email tool has important future applications. Because most
older adults with dementia resist formal cognitive assessments until
there is significant functional disability, there are large web based
initiatives to detect the beginnings of memory decline long before
it is disabling (thebraininitiative.org). Difficulty with naming is
one of the most common complaints of older adults and is dis-
proportionately impaired early in Alzheimer’s disease. At present,
standard clinical measures of naming are not capable of measur-
ing memory for personally relevant names but this will be possible
with our system. It may also be possible to design training pro-
grams to strengthen peoples’ memories for this personally relevant
information. From a scientific standpoint there are several other
debates that can be more sensitively addressed. There is contro-
versy around whether different forms of proper names are better
remembered, for example, names of people versus places [2]. Gen-
erating personally relevant people versus places and capturing the
time epoch over which these proper names are active in peoples’
emails is easily tested. In sum, the email archives as studied here
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present diverse opportunities for clinical and scientific investigation
which has previously not been possible.

7.1 Future Work
There are many possible avenues for future work. One line of

work is to probe our existing dataset to answer existing research
hypotheses. Another is to use the dataset to generate new hypothe-
ses that can lead to further studies focused on specific topics. For
example, the association of different types of sentiments with mem-
ory may be a rich area to explore using our technique. We may also
broaden our context from text-based email to other kinds of digi-
tal life-logs, including multimedia. It will be interesting to try and
use the results from this study to calibrate and control the expected
level of question difficulty.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We have found that it is possible to build ecologically valid tests

of autobiographical memory that appear to be accurate, fun and en-
gaging for users. It seems possible that our technique may make
an impact on how memory screening tests are conducted, since it is
inexpensive and scalable. We hope that our dataset is useful in the
future for detailed testing of research hypotheses related to autobi-
ographical memory.
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